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How We Design Competition-Crushing Ads

INTRODUCTION

This presentation will teach you a proven process for designing, developing and
creating advertising and marketing that’s so compelling it practically forces your
prospects to buy what you sell. This powerful presentation will have a major impact on your revenue and profits, as well as the ultimate success of your business.
When your marketing and advertising collateral doesn’t convert the way you
need it to, it doesn’t just hurt your bottom line – it can cripple your confidence
as a marketer. Since the vast majority of small business owners must act as their
own marketing department, this can be devastating for your business.
On top of that, the frustration of having to constantly rewrite, revise and redesign underperforming ads can make marketing seem like a tedious chore instead of the enjoyable exercise in persuasion it’s meant to be.
Fortunately, there are simple but powerful ways to create highly effective marketing the first time – marketing that gets prospects emotionally invested and
ready to buy your product or service.
Just remember the major point we have been reinforcing over and over throughout this business growth series. Prospects buy based on emotion. That’s why it’s
essential that you get in touch with the pain your prospects bring to the table.
Features won’t sell your product or service – solution-oriented benefits will. Let
your prospects know that you can fix the kinds of things that keep them up
at night. Before you even begin to try and impress your prospects with your
incredible offer, you’ve got to show them that your solution is relevant to their
specific situation.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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You must get yourself in tune with the pain points that are compelling them to
buy. Why are they searching for your particular product or service? What’s holding them back, causing them stress, or making them break out into a cold sweat?
Take the time to step into your target customer’s shoes and get a sense of what
they’re feeling. What are the most important pain points that they care about,
the ones that make them say “I’d buy this solution in a heartbeat if I felt confident it would really work?” You want to frame your product or service as “the
thing that makes their pain go away.”
This presentation will teach you the hidden secrets behind the creation of compelling marketing and advertising. We’re going to provide you with the tools,
the resources, the templates and the support that will result in you becoming a
marketing maven.
With our guidance and support, you will now begin to create an industry dominating marketing program. This will give you the unprecedented ability to attract clients at will, attract them with greater frequency, at a lower cost, and
with total and complete confidence and certainty.
Now, the key to creating effective and compelling marketing is to know the secrets to getting your prospects to take action. Remember, you’re trying to get
them to show up at a very specific marketing channel so you can convert them
from a prospect to a client. This requires a thorough and complete understanding of what we keep referring to as “persuasion marketing.”
The business owner who understands how to create messages, ads and marketing collateral that follows a persuasion format can literally gain the ability to
dominate their market.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Persuasion Marketing is simply organizing the buying and selling processes so
you can present compelling information about your product or service that will
persuade your prospects to take a specific action. Your marketing should not
only educate your prospects, it should persuade your prospects.
With Persuasion Marketing, you strive to be successful in addressing the wants
and needs of all prospects in such a way that you continue to move them through
their various stages of decision-making.
The problem is that today, most marketing experts resort to all sorts of tips,
tricks, tools, and gimmicks in a futile attempt to convert a prospect into a client.
None of these actually work for very long. Prospects are subjected to them so
frequently that they’ve “wised-up” to the trickery. They have become jaded,
skeptical and distrustful.
For any business owner to become successful today, they must provide their
prospects with an experience focused on the basic fundamentals of human nature. We have previously covered those fundamentals in tremendous detail. We
want to make sure we drive them home to you, since these fundamentals can
make or break your business. Fail to understand them and you will never build
the business of your dreams.
Let’s quickly review these basic human fundamentals. They will always apply as
long as human beings roam the planet.
Fundamental #1 – All prospects want the “best deal”
Fundamental #2 – Always market to the negative

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Fundamental #3 – Prospects buy based on emotion and only use logic to justify their purchase
Fundamental #4 – Prospects want to buy from a business that’s “unique”
Fundamental #5 – Prospects buy “extraordinary value”, NOT price
Fundamental #6 – You must be able to communicate your uniqueness and
extraordinary value to your prospects
Fundamental #7 – Prospects buy what they want, not what they need
Fundamental #8 – An undisturbed prospect will never buy
Fundamental #9 – Prospects will do anything to avoid pain, but little to obtain pleasure
And fundamental #10 – Prospects don’t care about you or your business, they
ONLY care about themselves. Remember the letters WIIFM. They stand for
what’s in it for me?)
So how do you include these fundamentals when you create persuasive marketing?
This is where the Marketing Equation comes into play. The Marketing Equation
of Interrupt, Engage, Educate and Offer is the standard model to follow. You
MUST follow that format with all of your marketing collateral. Never forget that
it’s based on one of the oldest and most durable models known in marketing.
It actually helps small business owner’s appeal to exactly what it is a consumer
wants emotionally, and if you remember, prospects buy based on emotion.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Since that’s the case, you want to create marketing messages that are so powerful and compelling, that have so much impact, that your prospects are practically forced to take a specific action. That action of course is mapped out in
your sales process, and it’s an action that’s designed to advance your prospects
closer to the final sale.
That action varies depending on your sales process as well as your business. It
may be to pick up the phone and call for more information or to set up an appointment, walk into your store and buy something you have on sale, or possibly go to your web site and get involved with your business in a myriad of ways.

THIS VARIES DEPENDING ON YOUR BUSINESS
PURCHACE SELECT DATABASE
LIST OF HOME ADDRESSES
FITTING CLIENT PROFILE

YES

SEND FREE REPORT

FOLLOW UP WITH
LIVE PHONE CALL

SCHEDULE
FACE-TO-FACE MEETING

MAIL PROSECTS A DIRECT MAIL
PIECE – LETTER, BROCHURE OR
POSTCARD

DOES PROSPECT RESPOND TO
INFORMATIONAL OFFER?

NO

DOES PROSPECT OPEN
IT AND READ IT

YES

NO

CONSIDER ALTERNATE TACTIC
OR BEGIN DIRECT MAIL DRIP
CAMPAIGN – LETTER, PHONE
CALL, BROCHURE, POSTCARD, 10
ADDITINAL MAILINGS

BEGIN DIRECT MAIL DRIP
CAMPAIGN – LETTER, PHONE
CALL, BROCHURE, POSTCARD, 10
ADDITIONAL MAILINGS

SEND THANK YOU NOTE
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Keep in mind that for any type of marketing to work, it MUST do three things. It
MUST grab your prospects attention, it MUST help them gather information &
make a good decision, and it MUST give them a low or no- risk way to prove to
themselves that your product or service does what you say it does so they take
the next step.
Now, to help insure that you always include these three principles, all you need
to do is follow the Marketing Equation for every piece of marketing you develop.
Interrupt, Engage, Educate and Offer is the basic overall format to use in all of
your marketing efforts.
However, we pride ourselves in always providing you with cutting-edge, stateof-the-art innovative processes that keep you far ahead of your competition.
While 99.9% of your competitors know nothing about the marketing equation,
and using it alone can give you a massive competitive advantage, we want to
position you light years ahead of your competition.
So when we create marketing, we double the emotional impact by using the
marketing equation with another time-tested and consistently proven basic fundamental that directly impacts the decision making process, “repetition.” The
more we hear or see something, the more comfortable we are with it, and the
more likely we are to buy it.
Why do you think branding works? And why do you think branding is so ineffective for small business owners. They don’t have the money to flash their
brand ten thousand times so that prospects get comfortable with it. Coca-Cola
does, Pepsi does, and those obviously work, when you have millions of dollars to
spend on marketing and years to invest for that marketing to take hold.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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In this process we combine repetition WITH the marketing equation to produce
highly compelling, emotion-laden marketing and advertising messages and formats. Do you remember the old saying, “tell them what you’re going to tell
them, tell them, tell them what you told them?”
This refers to the most common - and effective - of all messaging construction
methods. It basically divides every presentation into three-parts, the introduction, the body and the conclusion. And although this method is time-tested and
proven, like most “old-time methods,” it has lost most of its effectiveness due to
the proliferation of marketing.
We modified it to fit the new marketing paradigm that exists today, and then
combined it with the marketing equation to produce a one-of-a-kind marketing
format that will position your business so far ahead of your competition that you
will literally leave them in the dust.
“Tell them what you’re going to tell them, tell them, tell them what you told them.”
The first two components are still spot-on. When you’re trying to convince a
prospect to buy what you sell, the best way to initially get your information into
their minds is to literally tell them what you’re going to say. This prepares their
minds in advance of the information to come which is presented to them in the
introduction, and then you actually tell them, or educate them, in the body copy.
Other factors to know about this have to do with primacy which refers to those
things that come first, and recency which refers to those things that come last.
Prospects remember what they see and hear at the beginning of a presentation
and also at the end.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Take yourself back to high school for a moment. After you studied a lesson for
an hour, the teacher would say, “OK, let’s quickly review what we’ve covered
this morning.”
Do you remember their next words? Probably not. As soon as you realized you
were going to review previously covered information, you mentally shut down
and started preparing to leave class.
We all know that when you look at something that was previously covered you’re
at the very beginning of a repetitive action. Prospects then think to themselves
subconsciously, been there, done that!
Marketers cannot afford to become repetitive. It’s deadly! Repetition today is
considered boring and unnecessary. Merely by suggesting that the class should
go back over their work, the teacher hands them an ‘Uh, oh! We’ve been here
before,’ mindset and so their attention drifts. You remember doing that same
thing don’t you? You immediately started to sweep your pen and ruler into your
bag while whispering to a class-mate to wait for you outside of class.
In other words, you stopped listening. The exact same attention-drift occurs in
marketing. Don’t put your prospects in that state-of-mind.
“Tell them what you’re going to tell them, tell them, tell them what you told
them” is dead on, IF we change that third component to say, “Don’t tell them
what you told them.” So what should you do instead?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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COMPETITION-CRUSHING MARKETING

Well, the ideal way to conclude your marketing involves the use of two highly
specific components. They should re-sell your primary message which is the
headline of your ad, and then issue a compelling call to action.
Let’s examine those last two components in depth.
First, re-sell the primary message. For example, let’s say your marketing message involves stock-market investing, and your headline says “How to Completely Avoid Devastating Investment Losses in the Stock-Market.” Your subheadline says, “Four Proven Techniques Help You Know What To Buy, When To
Buy It, And When To Sell It For Maximum Profit.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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The body copy of your ad would go on to explain the four techniques and list
them as major sub-topics. For example: Technical analysis made simple; Foolproof ways to short any stock; ‘Traps all young investors MUST avoid’; and ‘How
to use disciplined trading.”
Your headline set an expectation in your prospect’s mind about what was to
come. But at the conclusion of your ad, you simply paraphrase your title in terms
of the general points you covered. You would write a concluding paragraph that
might say something like, “so as you can see, using these four technical trading
techniques properly will make you a lot of money in the market.”
The promise in the headline and subheadline has been turned into a reality, and
it’s only the headline and subheadline that is re-visited, without getting into all
the body copy components. You’re re-emphasizing what you want your audience to know and understand, repeating the single message you want them to
absorb. So you first re-sell the primary message.
Then the second component is the call to action. Your final marketing message
should be a familiar one to anyone who has ever watched an ad. You always end
your marketing message with a specific call to action. “Hurry while stocks last’,
“call this number now” or “test drive your new BMW this afternoon.”
That line at the bottom of every print ad, or spoken during both radio and television commercials is telling you to do something. It’s an order, not a request. It’s
the confirmation of your take-home message. So, for our investing example, you
might end this ad by saying something like, “to get started on successful investing, attend a 90 minute presentation tonight at the Hilton beginning at 7pm.”
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Now let’s take this newly structured methodology and combine it with the marketing equation of Interrupt, Engage, Educate and Offer. These are the four major structural components you must always follow when creating any type of
marketing message. These four form the framework of the ad itself.
“Tell them what you’re going to tell them, tell them, tell them what you told
them” forms the basic syntax, or flow of the wording IN the ad. So here’s how
they work together synergistically.
The Interrupt is always the attention-grabbing headline. It must emotionally
resonate with your ideal prospect by hitting them squarely in their hot button
issues. It must address a major problem, frustration, fear or concern that’s currently taking place in their life. If you word the headline properly, you immediately grab the attention of the prospect. You Interrupt them and simultaneously
pre-qualify them as having that specific problem.
Anyone without that problem won’t be interested in your ad, which is exactly
what you want to have happen. You’re looking for “ideal” clients, not unqualified, time-consuming, never-going-to-buy-what-you-sell prospects.
At the exact same time that headline is Interrupting and pre-qualifying them,
it’s also “telling them what you’re going to tell them.” By acknowledging this
problem they have, you are, in essence, indicating you’re going to address this
problem in some way.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Then the subheadline completes the job by Engaging them with the promise of
the solution to that problem. Let’s revisit our previous example,
“How to Completely Avoid Devastating Investment Losses in the Stock Market.”
This headline Interrupts any stock market investor who is deeply concerned or
frustrated with this issue, and what investor isn’t concerned about this? And, it
will NOT attract investors NOT worried about this issue, and since they wouldn’t
buy what I’m selling to begin with, I don’t want them attracted to my ad.
But notice how the headline alone is “telling them what I’m going to tell them.”
When they read this headline, it infers that additional upcoming information is
going to address this situation. In fact, if I don’t address this specific issue in the
ad, the person reading or listening to the ad would suffer a major disconnect.
The exact same disconnect takes place if you use our previous subheadline,
“Four Proven Techniques Help You Know What To Buy, When To Buy It, And
When To Sell It For Maximum Profit.”
If the ad doesn’t specifically address four techniques, the prospect suffers a
total and complete disconnect. But notice how this subheadline Engages the
prospect by promising a solution to the problem addressed in the headline. It
doesn’t GIVE the solution; it only PROMISES there is a solution.
The prospect MUST continue to read or listen to the ad to acquire that solution.
And by indicating there is an upcoming solution, we have just completed the
“tell them what you’re going to tell them” component as well.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Our qualified prospect was massively Interrupted with a headline that addressed
a problem they’re trying to overcome.
They were emotionally Engaged with a subheadline that promised a solution
to that major problem disrupting their lives. And simultaneously, our ad “told
them what we’re going to tell them”, that we’re going to address this problem
and give them a solution. We have preset an expectation in their mind, and now
they’re anxious to continue reading or listening to the ad to check out the proposed solution.
Consider these additional headline / subheadline combinations,
ARE YOU SICK AND TIRED OF THE YELLING, SCREAMING &
BELLIGERENT ATTITUDE OF YOUR CHILD?
LEARN THE SECRETS TO GAINING & MAINTAINING COMPLETE CONTROL
OF YOUR CHILD IN LESS THAN 60 SECONDS
EVER FEEL LIKE YOUR CHILD CARE TREATS YOUR CHILD LIKE A
NUMBER INSTEAD OF A LITTLE PERSON?
HERE’S HOW TO INSURE YOUR CHILD GETS PERSONAL, LOVING,
CARING, ONE-ON-ONE ATTENTION AT CHILD CARE
All of these Interrupt and Engage, while simultaneously “telling the prospect
what I’m going to tell them.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Just remember that writing compelling headlines and sub-headlines takes practice, patience and a great “swipe file.” A swipe file is a collection of previously
used, tested and proven headlines and sub-headlines that can be used as examples to help you get started developing the ones that will work for your business.
We have our own personal swipe file online for your convenience. It’s called the
Headline Bank and it contains more than 350 very successful headlines. You
only need to change a few of the words in each headline to fit your specific business, product or service. So be sure you use it. It will be a huge benefit to you as
you create your very own competition-crushing marketing program.
Now that we’ve Interrupted and Engaged our prospect, and told them what
we’re going to tell them, it’s time to Educate them by providing them with significant information about how it is that your business delivers on the promise you
made in the headline and subheadline. This important job falls on the shoulders
of your body copy.
Your body copy must convince your prospects that you have the best product
or service available. And simply telling them that you’re the best value isn’t
enough—you have to prove it.
That’s why your body copy must emphasize the benefits your prospect wants,
and not simply the features you offer. The most common mistake business owners make in their marketing is they focus constantly on their business’s features,
and not on its benefits. Features tell, benefits sell. If your marketing focuses on
features, then you’re doomed to forever compete on price. When you focus on
benefits, you compete on value.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Remember the human fundamentals we discussed, every prospect is looking
for the best deal. They want the most value. They’ll pay more if they think the
value is greater than the price.
Therefore, your body copy must inform your prospects about the extraordinary
value you offer. Most of the time, you will need to innovate your business in order to create that value.
So focusing on your innovations is the key to marketing success. You MUST create value, that’s what your prospects are looking for. And innovation is the way
to create massive, extraordinary value.
Although the body copy is the longest portion of your ad, you should still resist
the temptation to include every bit of juicy information about what you do. Instead, focus on only one hot button at a time. You want to give your prospects
just enough information to entice them to want to know even more.
And remember the syntax we gave you in a previous module for writing body
copy. Problem – solution - offer. Use subheadlines throughout your body copy
to allow your prospects to quickly skim the ad if they prefer. Believe me, the majority will, so help them do that. And yet, as they’re skimming, be sure you’re still
creating a compelling and convincing reason for them to take action in the end.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Depending on the amount of room you have for your ad, the first one or two
paragraphs in your body copy should focus on the problem referenced in the
initial headline. Each paragraph should have its own subheadline. Then the next
one or two paragraphs should explain the basic solution without going into tremendous detail. They should also have their own subheadlines. But remember
that this is an ad, not an informational report. You want to Educate them just
enough that they see there’s a valid attainable solution to their problem, but
they will need to take the action step in the end in order to get all the details.
That’s why the offer is so important, and why you need to plan out your offer
with tremendous care. If prospects feel threatened in any way by your offer,
they’ll never respond. By threatened I mean subjected to anything outside of
their comfort zone.
Ask a prospect to call you when they have no idea who you are or whether
you’re even legitimate is crossing the line. Prospects are afraid if they call they’ll
be hammer-dunked by some slick salesperson. On the other hand, they may be
ready to speak with you, but instead you’re offering them a free CD. That only
increases their frustration level.
So Educate them enough to increase their curiosity and their desire for a solution to their problem. Tell them what you’re going to tell them, and then tell
them. The body copy is where you, “tell them.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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And finally, you must always end your marketing message with a compelling Offer. Whether it’s a postcard, a direct sales letter, a print ad, a television or radio
commercial, a live presentation, a web page—no matter what form or format
you use, every marketing piece needs to close with a compelling offer.
If you don’t, your prospects will simply walk away. They won’t take any action
at all unless you ask them to do so, and give them a very good reason why they
should do so. Your offer has one purpose and one purpose only, to get your
prospect to take a specific action. That’s why the offer is often referred to as the
“call to action.” Your compelling offer needs to be a low- or better yet, no-risk
way to lead your prospect to take the next step in your sales process.
The offer should be a major step toward resolving the problem that was presented in the headline. The description of your offer should sum up the promise of the
headline and subheadline, which in essence is “telling them what you told them.”
So going back to our stock market investment ad, the body copy would address
the four techniques and briefly explain how these techniques are different than
what others are offering, and the extraordinary value they represent if the prospect applies them.
The offer may be for a “see-for-yourself” online webinar where an actual, real
time demonstration can be viewed during a “live” trading session at the New
York Stock Exchange. That’s a very compelling offer.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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So here’s what we would do. We would create a series of compelling subheadlines in our body copy that followed the “problem – solution - offer” syntax. Our
first subheadline might say, “Just when you think you have a winning strategy,
you lose thousands overnight.” That is obviously a big problem, so this subheadline satisfies the problem component of the syntax.
Our second subheadline would say, “Revolutionary new software uses four
simple techniques to insure you win, every time!” Obviously the software just
referenced satisfies the solution component.
In a short ad, that may be all the room we have to educate them on our solution.
However, if the ad is larger, we want to list a second solution component to reinforce the “extraordinary value” we offer.
Our next subheadline would say, “What if we could guarantee you a minimum
85% trading success rate?” There’s our second solution based paragraph.
We would then close our body copy with a transition paragraph leading to our
offer that would say something like this,
“Here is your one opportunity to completely avoid any further devastating
investment losses in the stock market. Let our four proven techniques help
you know what to buy, when to buy it, and when to sell it for maximum profit.”
Notice this is simply restating the original headline and subheadline using a little
wordsmithing, but now “I’m telling them what I told them.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Now go instantly into the Offer itself. “But don’t take our word that this is the
best investment solution ever. Check this revolutionary software out for yourself in a live trading session and see it happen right in front of your own eyes.
Register now for our “see-for-yourself” online webinar where you can be a
fly-on-the-wall and witness an actual, real time demonstration during a “live”
trading session at the New York Stock Exchange. Just enter your name and
email address in the box to the right and we’ll instantly send you your private
VIP link to the webinar. Hurry, space is limited.”
Well, are you compelled to attend that webinar? You are IF finding a winning
solution to stock trading is your hot button issue. If it’s not, then you probably
aren’t the least bit interested. Good, why would I want you to be interested?
If you don’t have that specific hot button issue in your life right now, then you
won’t WANT to buy my software product.
Remember the fundamentals from earlier? Prospects buy what they WANT,
NOT what they NEED! All that’s left is to take this overall format and lay it out
properly if you’re using it as a print ad. We’ve placed a marketing template in
this webinar workbook so you know exactly where all of this goes. It shows you
step-by-step the most effective way to design and lay out any marketing piece
you create.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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We have also placed this online as a Word document so
you can download it and use
it as a workable template.
Just open a copy of the template and fill it in based on the
guidelines provided. When
you’re done, just save it. Be
sure to save it under a different name so you don’t overwrite the original template.
Now test that ad and make
any tweaks or adjustments as
required.
Are you starting to see the
true power of this compelling
marketing process? By combining these two formidable
formats, the end result is a
marketing message so powerful and so compelling that it practically forces the
prospect to read it, consider it, contemplate it and finally, take action on it.
We’ve been telling you all along that with all the proper components in place,
you literally have an unstoppable combination of super powerful business
growth fundamentals that will allow you to literally create “competition-crushing” marketing.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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This is how you create persuasive marketing, and as you can see, it’s a process,
NOT an event. Your competition is treating it as an event. They send out a postcard or build a website, and then sit back and wonder why their phone isn’t
ringing or no one is visiting their website.
Do you realize that once you master the techniques we’re giving you that no one
will be able to match your marketing expertise. You will blow your competition
right out of the water. They’ll never see it coming, and they certainly won’t know
what hit them. They will never understand why you have a waiting line of willing
prospects ready to buy your product or service, while their phone sits in their
office dead silent.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Let’s go through several additional examples to make sure you fully understand
this amazing process. Let’s go back to our child care example. Let’s assume the
hot button issue for child care parents is nutrition. Most parents today tend to
be concerned as to whether their child is eating well and receiving proper nutrition, as well as healthy snacks.
Unfortunately, when they ask the child what they had to eat that day, the child
tells them they had a peanut butter sandwich for lunch and a Twinkie for a snack.
Now mom understands why little Susie or Johnnie comes home from child care
every day hungry and crabby, and has a difficult time making it to dinner time.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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There’s the hot button for many child care parents. So the headline MUST Interrupt the prospect by addressing this issue. Does this headline fill the bill?
“Mommy, The Food They Give Me At Child Care Is Yucky.”
Any parent with a child in child care is going to instantly be Interrupted by that
headline. Now let’s follow it up with a subheadline that Engages them by promising there’s a solution.
“Wondering Why Your Child Comes Home From Child Care Hungry And Crabby?”
By stating this as a question, it implies that if they continue reading this ad, they
will find the solution to this question. Do you also see how this headline / subheadline combination work together to “tell them what we’re going to tell them?”
We understand the problem they’re facing in regards to their child’s nutrition,
and we’re going to tell them the solution to that problem.
Now we need to Educate them, to “tell them” the solution in the body copy of
the ad. And we have our syntax to follow to guide us so we write this effectively,
problem, solution, offer. So first, I create my subheadlines that will go into the
body copy, keeping in mind that a vast majority of prospects will never read the
smaller print, but instead will tend to scan the subheadlines. That means those
subheadlines must convey the message I want to get across. So what do you
think of these subheadlines?

NOTES: (click below to add)
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“If Your Child Care Considers ‘Mac & Cheese’ One Of The Four Major Food
Groups, Read This.”
“Two Questions About Nutrition Most Child Cares Hope & Pray You’ll Never Ask”
“Most Child Care Centers Force Teachers To Double As Cooks,”
“We Have Certified Nutritionists That Make Our Meals Healthy And Tasty.”
Call For Free Report “10 Things Your Child Care Might Not Tell You”
Notice how these five subheadlines offer a complete picture and yet remain
compelling enough to practically force prospective child care parents to want
to get their hands on that free report. The report allows me to fully expand on
my innovative solutions since the ad doesn’t allow me enough room to do that
to the extent required.
Notice as well that the first two subheadlines address the problem, the next two
subheadlines begin to outline the solution, and the fifth subheadline is the offer,
which is the call to action.
But remember our basic components of “tell them what you’re going to tell
them, tell them, tell them what you told them?” The body copy is where we
“tell them”, so the first four subheadlines in the body copy work together to do
exactly that, “tell them.” Together they explain how our child care will solve the
problem addressed in the headline and briefly outline the solution we promised
in the subheadline.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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We can then go into the ad itself and write the actual body
copy, using the subheadlines
to guide us in knowing the
right information to create
and in the right order to present it.
When we get to the copy in
the offer, we still have to “tell
them what we told them.”
This is where we simplify this
by rewording the headline
and subheadline to form a
compelling closure to this ad.
That wording would sound
something like, “The next
time your child comes home
from child care hungry, crabby, and complaining that the food they receive is yucky, make sure you know
how to insure your child is receiving nutritious meals and snacks. Get this free
report so you have all the facts.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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DAYCARE

Show me just one parent who won’t be making a mad dash to get their hands on
that free report. And to make this even simpler for you, just use the ad template
in your workbook. Notice it lists exactly where everything needs to go in the ad. In
fact, you could write your headline and subheadlines in a Word document, tweak
and refine that copy until you feel it’s perfect, and then cut, copy or paste that
text directly into this ad template. Once you’re satisfied with the overall content
and flow, then you could write the body copy under each of the subheadlines.
Remember that we have the ad template located conveniently online for your
exclusive use. Simply copy and paste your text in the proper places in the template. And feel free to play around a little with the overall formatting such as font
sizes, different type styles, bold, italics and so on.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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In the end, it should look something like this.

Now give it to a graphic designer and let them work their magic. Their final
version would look like this. Notice this has a cartoonish design which is very
appropriate for a child care ad. In fact, this design helps to grab the attention of
child care parents.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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I would obviously use a much more professional design if I happened to be a
doctor or a lawyer. But I think you get the point. Let’s try one more and follow
this exact same process.
What if the hot button for child care parents involved education? What if every
evening mom picks up little Susie or Johnnie and notices them sitting in front of
the TV, day in and day out?
One day mom asks her child what they did that day, and the child says “we
watched TV.” The mom says “all day?” Once mom finds out that her child care
is using the TV as a glorified babysitter, she now has a highly compelling and
emotional hot button issue that has just appeared in her life. Naturally she wants
a solution.
So along comes my direct mail ad that has an Interrupting headline targeting
this problem and says, “Is Your Child Care’s Idea Of Good Educational Curriculum Watching Barney On TV?”
My Engaging subheadline promises a solution by stating, “How Would You Like
Your Child To Be Reading At A 1st Grade Level Before Starting Kindergarten?”
These both work together to “tell them what we’re going to tell them.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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Now I need to “tell them” by Educating them in the body copy. Knowing prospects scan ads, I create my subheadlines to convey the full message, following
the problem, solution, offer syntax.
“There Are Two “Schools Of Thought” When It Comes To Educating At Child
Cares”
“Many Child Care Centers Are Nothing More Than Daylong Babysitting Services.”
Your Child Will Never Watch TV Here – We Don’t Even Have One”
Here’s What To Expect From A Child Care Specifically Designed For Accelerated Children”
“Play Or Learn: Free Report Shows How 17 Area Child Care Centers Stack Up”
These five subheadlines tell a compelling story that intrigues the prospects into
demanding that free report. And just to make sure, after that final subheadline
which is the offer,
I “tell them what I told them” by combining the headline and subheadline so my
statement reads,
“When your child care’s idea of education is sitting in front of the TV all day,
let us show you how our child care can not only provide mentally stimulating
activities, but actually have your child reading at a 1st grade level before entering kindergarten.”
NOTES: (click below to add)
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Now cut and paste everything into the online ad template located online; and
your template should look like this.

After the graphic designer completes their part of the process, the final version would look something like this. The main thing to notice here is that this is
nothing more than a process. Yes, it does require copywriting skills to perfect
the ultimate message, and hiring a great copywriter, while typically expensive, is
often worth its weight in gold.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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However, it’s also worth noting that your competition doesn’t know one bit of
this information. If you doubt that for even a moment then just go out and get
your hands on ANY of their marketing collateral. Then see for yourself if they’re
following the marketing equation, the three major “tell them” components, or
using the problem, solution, offer syntax in their body copy.
I dare you to find even one of
your competitors that do ANY
of this. Seriously, you won’t.
None of them do. What I’m saying is this. You may not be the
best copywriter in the world. In
fact, you may be flat out lousy
at it. But if you simply follow
this process, your ads will dominate your competitions ads every day of the week.
Several years ago, we had a
client who owned a moving
company and ran a full page
ad in the local Yellow Pages.
That ad was averaging 70
calls per month with a 17%
conversion rate. Once they
changed the ad to follow the marketing equation, they began to average 955
calls per month with a 68% conversion average.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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They generated so much business with that ad that they had to partner with
four competitive moving companies to handle their additional volume. Oh by
the way, those four partners bought out our clients moving company just nine
months later for $2.3 million dollars.
That’s the power of the marketing equation, and when
combined with these additional formats we’ve provided
for you, there’s no reason you
can’t create ads just as lucrative for your business.
And don’t forget to use the
Headline Bank to help you
create the perfect headline
and subheadlines as well.
When you combine the
Headline Bank with the ad
template, you have at your
disposal “competition-crushing” marketing tools that
give you the ability to dominate your industry.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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RECAP
*

INTRODUCTION

*

CASE STUDY - DAYCARE

*

TWO COMPONENTS FOR CREATING
COMPETITION-CRUSHING MARKETING

All you have to do is follow this proven and tested process. You now know that
process, and you have the marketing equation to guide you through it. Interrupt,
Engage, Educate and Offer is the pattern all human beings follow when they
make a buying decision. They want to know how the product or service will
benefit them and the value it provides to them and their family. Fail to follow it,
and you doom your business to forever competing on price.

NOTES: (click below to add)
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* INTRODUCTION

* TWO COMPONENTS
FOR CREATING
COMPETITIONCRUSHING MARKETING

RECAP

* CASE STUDY - DAYCARE

You now understand how to combine repetition with the marketing equation to
produce highly compelling, emotion-laden marketing and advertising messages
and formats. “Tell them what you’re going to tell them, tell them, tell them what
you told them?” refers to the most common - and effective - of all messaging
construction methods. It basically divides every presentation into three-parts,
the introduction, the body and the conclusion. And although this method is
time-tested and proven, like most “old-time methods,” it has lost most of its effectiveness due to the proliferation of marketing.
We simply modified it to fit the new marketing paradigm that exists today, and
then combined it with the marketing equation to produce a one-of-a-kind marketing format that will position your business so far ahead of your competition
that you will literally leave them in the dust.
If you apply this information, you should see a dramatic increase in the number
of leads you begin to generate, the number of clients you begin to attract, and
the amount of money you make. You now have the unprecedented ability to
create “competition-crushing marketing.”

NOTES: (click below to add)
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NEXT PRESENTATION

Next, we’ll continue with this same design and layout theme, but we’ll put the
focus on your website and landing pages so you can start attracting prospects
to your site and generating a multitude of leads whenever you desire. We’ll
teach you the competition-crushing techniques that will turn your website from
a prospect no-show site into a lead attraction magnet.
Our overall focus is to help you continue to build the business you’ve always
dreamed of having, a business that provides you with financial freedom and an
extraordinary life for you and your family.
Remember that a primary goal in the E-Learning Marketing System is to help
you quickly develop the processes that will bring more revenue into your business. Each presentation brings us closer to accomplishing that goal. So until
next time, here’s to your success.
NOTES: (click below to add)
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